IPAD: TO TOTE,
OR NOT TO TOTE?

NEWS MADE EASY FOR THE
APATHETIC UNDERGRAD

Life & Times

Opinions

WHAT IS THE
CREATIVE LIFE?

Arts & Entertainment

“After several suspenseful minutes, an atomic explosion of orange
light preempted the day, as the manned shuttle lifted from its homemade
cloud of smoke and fire.” – Steve Etheridge, Life & Times

World

HABECKER’S
VISION
REALIZED
Sports

WOMEN’S
SOCCER TO
SERVE IN
S. AFRICA

Life & Times

STUDENT
ABROAD
LEARNS
IN BRIEF
COMMUNICATION
WORKSHOP

For any interested students,
there will be a communication workshop, “Careers in
Communication,” Tuesday,
April 13 at 7 p.m. in Rupp
101. Students will hear from
Taylor communication studies
graduate students including
Paul Branks, assistant VP of
corporate communication at
OneAmerica, Jess Cuthbert,
coordinator of Taylor’s oncampus recruitment and Tony
Manganello, special agent with
the U.S. Secret Service. The
workshop will focus on entering careers in communication
and a majority of the time will
be spent answering questions
from the audience. Current
communication students as
well as students thinking
about studying communication are encouraged to attend.
Refreshments will be provided.
Students can contact brittany_
johnson@taylor.edu for more
information.

LIGHTHOUSE
APPLICATIONS
Part one of the Lighthouse application is due by midnight on
April 15. Students interested in
participating in a Lighthouse
trip must also attend one of
the two informational meetings. These meetings will be
held Wednesday and Thursday,
April 21 and 22 at 9 p.m. in
MMVA 002. Students can contact lighthouse@taylor.edu with
any further questions regarding the application process.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

52°
35°

Saturday

69°
47°

Sunday

68°
46°
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REMEMBERING AMY
his glory, but by her joyful presence. Nose’s friends all knew her
passion was to serve, but with a
greater purpose.
Amy Nose, who was said to be
“She was always thanking God
the epitome of a joyful servant
and talking about how good God
leader, died at age 39 on March
is,” said Mildred Butler, a house25, 2010.
keeper in English who worked
Students, faculty and family
with Nose for five years.
of the deceased mourned the
Nose not only spent time
loss of Nose the night before
encouraging on Taylor’s campus
Spring Break. The campus was
and in her home, but also shared
peaceful: Soothing voices of
her heart with many children.
prayer and worship were heard
She spent many summers workthroughout residence halls.
ing for camps and counseling
“Today, an amazing woman of
youth. As an uplifting woman of
God got to meet him face to face
God, Nose was a mentor for all
tonight,” a student wrote on her
young girls, according to Cindy
Facebook status.
Mcwhirt, cashier in the DinNose began working full time
ing Commons and close family
for Taylor in May 2003. She
friend. Mcwhirt said Nose was
worked in the Grille, Dining
strong because of her faith, and
Commons, English Hall, Swaluplifting because of her love for
low Robin Hall and Bergwall
God.
Hall. Her latest job for Taylor
“Amy has played more [of a
was housekeeping. However, not
Housekeeper Amy Nose passed away March 25. Nose has been a loved member
role] in my life than she knows,”
only did Nose complete tasks,
of the Taylor community since 2001, working mostly in English and Bergwall halls.
said Nora Harding, a Taylor
but she spread joy to everyone
housekeeper for Rupp. “I just
she encountered at work.
wish I could tell her that.”
“Amy enjoyed serving, taking
Nose’s tragedy deeply troubled Harding.
care of the students and encouraging them,” residence halls. Some refer to Nose as “a ray of
sunshine,” “beautiful,” “the little light of mine” Seeing the sadness, she struggled and sought
said Housekeeping Supervisor David Gray.
Gray also shared about times that Nose left and, more commonly, “an angel.” This was out answers through prayer. She repeated
cards or small posters in his office as a note especially familiar to surrounding employees. that she felt lost.
“… But God works through mysterious ways,”
“There was always a spring in her step,” said
of encouragement. One poster read, “Enthusiastically … ‘Love the Lord and follow his Penny Milholland, administrative office man- Harding said, “because it hit me so hard that
I got saved …”
plan for your lives. Cling to him and serve ager in the Dining Commons.
Harding became a Christian right before
Milholland said Nose’s outlook on life was
him’ – Joshua 22:5.” This poster still hangs
that “God is good.” Nose would never turn her Nose’s funeral. Nose’s good heart and caring
in Gray’s office.
“We will miss her … and her heart for help- back against God, Milholland said. Nose found words will be etched on the hearts of all who
the good in everyone and encouraged people knew her.
ing,” Gray said.
“She loved her daughters and loved the
Students could also attest to Nose’s genuine to look for the positives in life.
Nose’s encouragement impacted people not Lord,” Butler said. “Most of all … Amy loved
heart. Her radiating smile, cheerful presence
and encouraging words were well known in only by the way she talked about God and the Lord.”
BY YVETTE RATTRAY
Co Editor in Chief
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IWU STUDENTS WEIGH IN ON THE RIVALRY
through athletics. In the past academic year,
IWU has held the advantage when the two
schools met. IWU teams have won nine of the
14 matches between the colleges.
However, students interact in many other
spheres besides athletics. They attend many of
the same churches, serve in ministries together,
many have friends at the other school, and many
considered both schools
when deciding which colBY STEPHEN GROVES
lege to attend.
News Editor
Some of the negative perceptions IWU students have
“That other school.” That’s
of Taylor may come from the
the way one Indiana Wesgap in tuition between the
leyan student described
two schools. This last year,
Taylor University.
it cost $4,838 less to attend
The rivalry between TayIWU than Taylor.
lor and Indiana Wesleyan
“There’s a perception
can bring out the best and
of Taylor being rich kids
worst in students. The
because its more expensive
power of this rivalry is
there,” said Clark.
felt in the screams of the
VERY POSITIVE – 17% POSITIVE – 52%
One of the negative
crowds that fill up the venNEUTRAL – 29%
NEGATIVE – 2%
descriptors IWU students
ues when the cross-county
used in association with
colleges meet. It is even
Taylor students was “cocky.”
listed as one of the top
7 percent associated it with
religious school rivalries in
Taylor students.
the nation under a “college
This creates an interestrivalry” Wikipedia post.
ing relationship between
However, despite a few
Taylor and IWU students,
isolated instances such as
but what do they really
the “Backyard Brawl” last
think of us?
year, the rivalry remains
In the survey, a slight
friendly.
majority, 52 percent, said
“I think its fun and
they had a positive overall
healthy, said IWU senior
perception of Taylor stuErin Hein of the rivalry,
dents. Nearly a third, 29 per“I’m sorry they took away
ATHLETICS – 28%
cent, said they were neutral.
the Backyard Brawl.”
OTHER – 24%
For many IWU students,
IWU senior Ross HesCHRISTIAN COMMUNITY – 18%
their opinions depend on
sel said that the Backyard
ACADEMICS – 13%
what sort of interaction
Brawl may have gotten out
STUDENT LIFE – 9%
GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT – 8%
they have had with Taylor
of hand because people on
students. Hein’s boyfriend
the sidelines were provokgoes to Taylor, so she has
ing each other and yelling
been on many pick-a-dates and visits regularly.
insults.
But he said, “I think overall it’s pretty civil.” A large amount of those surveyed said they
Hessel explained that his freshman year, the associated Taylor students with Ivanhoe’s, which
rivalry was a big issue, but as the years have is one of the primary draws that brings IWU
students to Upland. Several IWU students also
gone by, it is not as important to him.
In a survey of 82 IWU students, the largest
thing Taylor is known for by IWU students is
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Proximity of the
schools creates
interesting
relationship

OVERALL PERCEPTION
OF TAYLOR STUDENTS

WHAT TAYLOR IS BEST KNOWN
FOR ON IWU’S CAMPUS

REJECT NIGHT RECAP
Life & Times
Rumored to have had 11 acts rejected
from Taylor events, Senior Tyler Shockey shines as he emulates the great
Jimmy Hendrix in his rendition of “Purple Rain” last night at the Reject Show.
The event raised approximately $2,000
for Youth Conference scholarships.

News
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IWU Continued from page 1

said they attend the Thursday
night prayer meetings at Taylor.
Students from several colleges,
including Huntington and IWU
attend the meetings regularly.
There also seems to be the perception that Taylor has a tight-knit
community. “Friendly” was the second-most listed word IWU students
associated with Taylor.
“I like our student center and
buildings better, but I like Taylor’s
community better,” said Hein, “I like
the pick-a-dates and how everyone
stays on the wing- they have loyalty.”
Hein explained that social groups
are not formed through the residence halls like they are at Taylor.
There is much less of a wing or floor
identity at IWU.
“Taylor is smaller, so everyone

William
Taylor’s
Journal
Published

knows each other,” said IWU senior
Liz Clark.
The contrast comes from the difference in student body size. IWU
has nearly 3,000 students who
attend classes at the Marion campus.
This may allow for greater student involvement in campus events
and organizations at Taylor.
Hein liked events like Air Band in
which a wide segment of the campus
is a part of the show.
“Our events have less student
involvement because you have to be
really good to make it in the show,”
she said.
As Taylor and IWU students
continue to interact, whether its at
athletic events or visiting friends,
the 15 miles that separate the two
schools will continue to create a
sibling-like relationship

After spending some time in California, Koskinen and his wife let Winquist borrow both Anne and William’s
journals and later donated them to
Taylor University.
Shortly after Winquist took possession of the journals, Lay became
very interested in them and began
the lengthy task of transcribing each
page of the journal and conducting
research to put them in context.
“What I’m doing is really presenting
by Julia berger
someone else’s writing, but I’m framSenior Editor
ing it,” Lay said. “It’s kind of like writing a William Taylor encyclopedia.”
California Taylor.
Through a substantial donation
The name is not well known to us
today, but back in the 19th century, from the Center for Research and
everyone in California knew it referred Innovation at Taylor, Lay hired stuto William Taylor, the man Taylor Uni- dents to assist him in the process.
Among them
versity is named
was senior Kelsey
after.
Wa r r e n , w h o s e
His travels and
responsibility
accomplishments
“The five-year process beevolved from being
are extensive, and
an assistant to all
now the public has
gan in the spring of 2005
original researchthe opportunity to
when Dr. Alan Winquist,
ers the first sumread his journal
professor of history, discovmer on the project
from the time he
to organizing all
spent in California
ered Stanley Koskinen, the
the information
where he received
great-grandson of William
they found during
his nickname.
and Anne Taylor, while
the second.
Taylor Professor
conducting research on
“The next sumRobert Lay, along
mer the original
with a team of
the school’s namesake.”
team had moved
students, has pubon and so I took the
lished a book titled
research they had
“Lessons of Infinite
compiled and built
Advantage: William
Taylor’s California Experiences,” which off of it to start pulling the actual
compiles the journal entries and in- annotations together,” Warren said.
The team researched every name,
depth research of William Taylor and
his wife Anne’s journals during their subject or location to provide context,
totaling over 900 footnotes.
time in San Francisco.
After spending a large portion of
The five-year process began in the
spring of 2005 when Dr. Alan Win- time over the past few years tranquist, professor of history, discovered scribing and organizing the book, Lay
Stanley Koskinen, the great-grandson was excited to see it finally published.
“It felt like Christmas morning,”
of William and Anne Taylor, while
conducting research on the school’s Lay said. “It’s just a thrill for an academic to pick up the book and know
namesake.
“It was through this information you wrote that footnote, or know who
and research that I learned that there did, or you helped with it.”
Taylor published many books durwas some descendants of William
Taylor that lived in the bay area or ing his lifetime and after most of his
northern California,” Winquist said. mission trips, but the journal from his
“One of the names that kept popping California time remained inaccessible
to the public until now.
up was Mr. Stanley Koskinen.”

Students
teach
internet
safety
by liz goldsmith
Copy Editor

S

tudents in Taylor’s E-Commerce course
will lead a presentation on Internet
safety for Via Credit Union Saturday at
their South Branch in Marion. The presentation will be part of the credit union’s “ID
Theft, Scams and Fraud” seminar, the latest in
their Second Saturday Seminars series.
According to Via Credit Union Marketing
Manager Michelle Peterson, one of the main
purposes of this seminar is to acquaint people
with what to look for when doing financial
transactions or anything else online.
“I just want them to be able to be safe and
have their identities be safe for the future,”
Peterson said.
This student-led presentation is the brainchild of Dr. Stefan Brandle, associate professor
of computer science and engineering. He has
collected spam and phishing (informationstealing) e-mail examples for over 10 years,
and knows how to spot the fakes.
“I probably get five to 10 emails a day that
are in some form of trying to get your private
information for some Web site, or trying to sell
you stuff that you should be smart enough
not to touch,” Brandle said. “… I thought it
would be nice to develop a talk that we could
go around and give to different groups … as a
community service.”
Brandle sees this as a great opportunity for
the students in his E-Commerce class, a systems course, to share what they have learned.
Seniors James Beange, Chet Enright and Chris
Snader are creating and leading the presentation as one of their class assignments.
Via Credit Union customers and community
members will be the first recipients of this talk.
The 30-45 minute presentation will cover the
bases of how to stay safe online and prevent
identity theft.
“We’re trying to teach them to recognize
fraudulent e-mail, because some of these can
look awfully authentic,” Brandle said.
According to Brandle, one thing to watch for
is any e-mail beginning with “Dear customer”
or “Dear webmail user.” Authentic emails will
include your full name and specific account
information – information that the typical
spammer doesn’t have access to.
Fake e-mails also often use images and logos
from the Web site they’re posing as, and hyperlinks can display a credible Web site when the
actual link is to something different.
In addition to making people aware of tactics
used by phishers, the presentation will also
deal with how to recognize Internet scams,
guard against hackers and skimmers (devices
attached to ATMs), and check the strength of
passwords.
“Anything that you put out there on the
Internet people can … potentially use against
you,” said Beange. His goal is to provide people
with “small steps that they can take to securing themselves online as well as offline.”
Two other E-Commerce students, senior Reece
Heinlein and freshman Ashley Crutcher, will
lead a different presentation on children’s internet safety for the parents of kids in BASSYCS on
April 21. Both talks will be offered again later in
the semester for Taylor employees.
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Friday
Chapel - Prayer and Song
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
Identify Graphic Design Senior Show
Metcalf Gallery
7-10 p.m.

saturday
Chorale Spring Concert
Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

sunday
Vespers
Rediger Auditorium
7 p.m.

Monday
Chapel - Pastor Bob Coy
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
Systems Seminar
Nussbaum 122
4 p.m.
Wind Ensemble Concert
Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Alpha Pi Iota: Surgery Night
Nussbaum 122
7 p.m.
Alumna Wendy Soderquist Togami speaks about women in the Bible and how God brings beauty from pain at the Fancy Party last night, as
part of Beauty Week.

Change Iraq

one

child at a time.

Join our team serving at
English-speaking Christian
schools in secure
northern

Iraq.

Visit www.csmedes.org
to learn more.

Senior Trombone Recital: Andrew Sharkey
Recital Hall
8:15 p.m.

Wednesday
Chapel - Pastor Randall Gruendyke
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
AAA Movie Night
8:15 p.m.

Thursday
2011 Lighthouse application part one due
National Student Leadership Conference begins

World
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Overseas outreach sets a Taylor record
BY JACK GALBRAITH
Contributor
While some people went on cruises or drove
down to Florida for a week to relax this past
Spring Break, more than 150 Taylor students
traveled across the country — and the world — to
spend their week on the mission field.
One of the groups stayed in the Grant County
area. Their mission was one of community development, volunteer work and, most importantly,
showing the love of Christ to the people that
live in Grant County. They helped out at the St.
Martin Community Center and spent time with
the people in the area.
Annie Dimond wrote in the trip’s student blog
that “this trip is about gaining knowledge, meeting people, and covering a small section of our
county with the love of Christ that can be spoken
to any culture, not just our own.”
Other groups traveled overseas to Poland, Russia, the Dominican Republic and other countries
to work with and minister to the people there.
Other students went to Vladimir, Russia, to
work with the Boaz Project where they spent
each day with orphans ages three to 17. They
spent time doing crafts, teaching VBS and building relationships with the children through the

has been a part of since 2003 that focuses on
use of interpreters.
“Many of these children carry bitter scars and God-centeredness, empowering partnerships and
we continue to pray that Christ will use this time qualified leadership.
This past year, a record number of students
to show them his unending love ... and light a
candle in a dark place,” Ryan Duncan wrote on — over 800 — have participated in overseas
programs, including the
the Russia team’s blog.
freshmen semester in IreEach destination is careland. According to President
fully planned and chosen
Habecker, Taylor is now
with a desire to give the
ranked number 23 in the
groups the greatest amount
“[By] sending students
nation for schools for study
of integration and impact
to the same place, year
abroad programs.
in the short time they are
On the Spring Break and
after year, students can
there.
other study abroad trips,
“[By] sending students to
build on previous years’
students go to places where
the same place, year after
work. That can have an
they can experience the culyear, students can build on
ture and grow in themselves
previous years’ work. That
effect over a long period
and in Christ. This global
can have an effect over a
of time.”
engagement helps define
long period of time,” Director
what it means to be a Taylor
of Student Ministries Mary
student.
Rayburn said.
Alyssa Fish wrote about
This idea applies not only
leaving a children’s home
to the Spring Break trips,
in Poland on Easter, saying,
but also to the semester“The children hugged us,
long study abroad programs
and the Lighthouse trips. These programs are and did not want to let us go. It was really sad,
all based on the U.S. Standards of Excellence but we were thankful that we got to show them
in Short Term Mission, an organization Taylor some of God’s love.” 

Letters from Italy
BY ALYSSA HUBER
Contributor
Orvieto is a beautiful town that sits atop a large
plateau surrounded by daunting brick walls. Upon
entering the city through the ancient city gates,
cobblestone roads lead you through winding alleys
of ancient terracotta-roofed buildings and you feel
like you have gone back in time, and then you realize that it is still the 21st century and you actually
live here.
After the initial shock and awe wore off, it was
easy to get caught up in life just like when studying on campus. We still have many of the comforts
of home and have homework just like we would
normally have at school. While studying abroad, its
easy to forget I am living within a city with buildings older than the United States and nuns are
living monastic lives within the same compound.
Although the city is very intriguing, it is the people in the city that really connect us to it. Mauro
and Enya, for example, cook for us everyday and

have quickly become a part of our memories of
the city. It would be impossible to walk up the
main road past their restaurant and not be flooded
with warm memories of meals and stories shared.
Engaging in life and community with locals has
enriched us and our memories and deepened our
connection to Italy.
This study abroad program connects students
to the community in a special way. We are lucky
because we get to engage in local life and are often
involved in community events. The various festivals and holidays seem to have more meaning
when they are shared with an entire city.
The treasures of living abroad are not only found
in the excursions to famous places, the city events
or the indulgence in great food, but they are found
in the experience of living in a place that is living
its history - the ancient and the modern. The monastery in juxtaposition to the pop-dance studio,
the Duomo and the gelateria. This country faced
time with relentless strength and longevity —
embracing change or absorbing it, one can never

When Taylor alumnus Dr. Eugene Habecker
returned to fill the university’s president’s chair,
he was a man on a mission. In his former position as
president of the American Bible Society, Habecker
learned about a dire situation, and he considered it
a high priority to raise awareness about this issue
among Taylor students:
“Probably one of the most surprising pieces
of information that I learned about Bible work
throughout the world is that there are still twothirds of the heart language people groups around
the world who have nothing of the word of God,”
Habecker said.
This figure translates to about 350 million people,
more than the population of the United States,
according to the Wycliffe Bible Translators Web site.
Dr. Habecker said that as a young man growing up in evangelical churches, he erroneously
believed that the Bible translation agenda was
winding down. He also suspects that many of
today’s youth haven’t been informed of this issue.
In fact, when Dr. Habecker served as President of
ABS, he was disturbed by the fact that most of the
organization’s donors were senior citizens. He now
believes there’s an urgent need to call the younger

-Roza Otunbayeva, the interim
leader of the government currently in place in Kyrgyzstan,
talked about the current situation of power

to a brothel? These ancient cities change and
truly know.
Was it the Duomo that attracted the gelateria grow just like any city and yet they are immovebusiness or did the architects decide to build the able. The people can be broken down into steDuomo next to the gelateria? Here, it is hard to reotypes, but you cannot really know them until
you know the layers of their
know what the original was
city and their country and
and is and will be, as ancient
“The treasures of livall of the change that has
brick buildings are turned
become so regular that it
into apartment complexes
ing abroad are not only
really doesn’t change.
and Mac stores, the history
found in the excursions
Studying abroad teaches
expands.
you
to look at life from a difWhen walking down the
to famous places, the city
ferent perspective. It helps
streets in Orvieto, the buildevents or the indulgence
you to broaden your imagiings have been reused so
nation and think beyond
many times that they almost
in great food, but they
the textbook. Learning
never embody what they
are found in the experiabout Italy from the Italwere originally intended to be
ians is truly the only way
used for. You may be walking
ence of living in a place
do it, even though the
down the same street with
that is living its history.” to
story will be different from
the same buildings lining
each and every Italian. The
it that people have walked
city is our textbook and our
down for centuries, but the
supplemental reading is the
city is hardly the same.
people and the monuments.
One wonders what a
citizen during the Renaissance may have seen You have to engage all of your senses to underwalking down the street. Would the shoe store stand, and do all of your reading to get the most
have been a shoe store? Or maybe the entrance out of your time abroad.

Taylor helps turn vision to reality
BY Drew Neuenschwander
Contributor

“You can call this a revolution.
You can call this a people’s revolt, either way, it is our way of
saying that we want
justice and democracy.”

generation to action.
Soon after coming to Taylor, Habecker met Taylor alumna, Cindy Marrelli Watko. Watko shared
Dr. Habecker’s vision for infusing Taylor’s youth
with the urgency of Bible translation and offered to
match Taylor students’ donations in a new ministry
called OneVerse.
OneVerse is a program of the Seed Company,
which is a ministry led by Dr. Roy Peterson. Peterson is the former president of Wycliffe and a good
friend and colleague of Dr. Habecker. The Seed
Company uses a method known as “accelerated
Bible translation.” This approach to translation
aims to accelerate the process by employing native
translators.
Dr. Habecker is also taking steps to spread his
vision for Bible translation to other universities.
When Taylor University hosted the Christian
College Consortium presidents in October 2008,
Habecker scheduled 30 minutes for Taylor students
to make presentations that stressed the importance
of adopting similar Bible translation projects. As
a result, George Fox University and other schools
joined the OneVerse program.
“I hope that Taylor can become salt and light and
lead a movement to help others understand the
importance of Bible translation,” Habecker said.
Habecker noted that Acts 17 emphasizes the

importance of Scripture in Christians’ daily lives.
Paul used the Scriptures as a basis for his apologetics in Thessalonica (Acts 17:2), and the Bereans
are credited for carefully discerning Paul’s words
using the Scriptures for reference (Acts 17:12).
Christ used the Scriptures frequently in his teachings, and he used the book of Deuteronomy as a
defense against Satan when he was tempted in the
wilderness. Habecker also highlighted a common
eschatological teaching, based on Matthew 24:14,
that Christ will not return until the gospel reaches
the entire world.
“This is the paradox: Here in the U.S., we have
not just one English translation but multiple translations,” Habecker said, noting the competition
taking place among translations in the Englishspeaking world while people in other parts of the
world are left with nothing.
During one speech as president of ABS, Dr.
Habecker attempted to demonstrate the urgent
need for acceleration of the Bible translation
agenda by using his audience to model the global
deficiency of available Scriptures. He explained that
for an audience of 100, the first row would receive a
full Bible. The second two rows would have access to
only the New Testament and the next several rows
would receive only a book of the Bible. The vast
majority of the audience, however, would receive
nothing at all.
“We have to visualize this reality,” Habecker said.
Through programs like OneVerse, Taylor students
are doing just that. 

Threats push president out
Kyrgyzstan- More than 40 people
were killed and over 400 were
wounded in the violent protests
against the current president, Kurmanbek Bakiyev. Protesters want Bakiyev to formally resign his position.
He was forced to leave the capital on
Wednesday to avoid the riots. The
violent reaction to the government
may threaten the American supply
line to Afghanistan.
Flooding causes deaths
Brazil- The Rio de Janeiro was hit
with large amounts of rain Tuesday.
Transportation became an issue as
airports, metro stations, highways
and bridges closed down. The threat
of mudslides canceled classes and
had authorities urge citizens to stay
indoors. Over 95 people were killed.
Prize horse cloned
Florida- Zarela Olsen had her prized
horse, Capuchino, cloned after its
death. According to the LA Times,
Olsen invested $160,000 in “the

replicating services of a biotech
company specializing in the controversial practice of animal cloning.”
The cloned pony was born last May
Protesters demand new government
Thailand- A state of emergency was
declared on Wednesday due to “red
shirt” protesters. They are demanding that parliament dissolve and that
new elections be held within 15 days.
The army has been given power to
restore order.
Citizens flee aftershocks
Baja California- After an earthquake
that rated 7.2 on the Richter Scale,
people are fleeing north. The U.S.Mexico border has been reopened to
northbound traffic in order to allow
the vehicles of people attempting
to escape the aftershocks. There has
been no sign of looting in the chaos
of the disaster.
New terror suspect
Yemen- A Muslim cleric has been
targeted for possible involve-

On This Day
in History
1454 - The city states of Venice, Milan
and Florence signed a peace agreement at Lodi, Italy.
1682 - Robert La Salle claimed the
lower Mississippi River and all lands
that touch it for France.
1865 - At Appomattox Court House,
Virginia, General Robert E. Lee surrendered his Confederate Army to Union
General Ulysses S. Grant.
1870 - The American Anti-Slavery
Society was dissolved.
1912 - The first exhibition baseball
game was held at Fenway Park in
Boston. The game was between Red
Sox and Harvard.
on-this-day.com

ment in terrorist activities. The U.S.
government has given permission
to capture Anwar al-Awlaki. He is
linked to the attempted bombing of
a U.S. airliner and a U.S. army base
shooting.
Election conflict
Sudan- Sunday’s election in the Sudan has been preceded with opposition. One group, the Umma party,
stated that they would boycott the
elections completely. This includes
the presidential, parliamentary, and
state polls. The party fears that the
elections are rigged.
Song censorship
South Africa- Derogatory songs such
as one that is about the killing of a
white supremacist leader have been
banned by the African National Congress. The announcement was made
on Wednesday. Two judges banned
that song specifically last week.
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ST. LOUIS PROVIDES INEXPENSIVE,
MIDWESTERN ENTERTAINMENT
Less than four hours
away, STL has plenty
to see and do
by Emily Luttrull
Contributor

I

was excited about returning home
to southern Indiana for Spring
Break 2010. But after sitting on
my couch and watching seven episodes of “Project Runway,” I knew I had
to spice it up or SB10 was in danger of
turning into a major snooze fest.
So I grabbed a friend and we decided
to salvage our spring break with a road
trip. Not wanting to break the bank,
we found a close, cheap and fun destination: St. Louis.
If you don’t have the money to shell
out for a beach vacation, St. Louis is
the city for you. And even if you refuse
to spend a dollar, STL offers tons of
free (but still cool) entertainment.
The St. Louis Zoo has been ranked
#1 in the nation and doesn’t cost a
dime. Walk the 90-acre plantation and

Following their magic show act together, brothers Brent
and Brian Fannin belt out a Jeff Buckley-esque version of
“Hallelujah.”

Junior Ross Springman sports Phillies
gear (“From West Philadelphia born and
raised...”) as he acoustifies the theme song
from “The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air.”

Junior James Daniels kazoos his way into the crowd’s heart with his own, much sadder, version of “You
are My Sunshine.”

SPRING BREAK
‘CINDERELLA’S’
LENT CARRIAGE
Three students placed ad
and borrowed fellow
student’s car last week
by Brent Clouse
Contributor

F
Sophomore Matt Griffin honors the late King of Pop as he
grooves to “Black and White.”

Senior Jonathan Friday puppeteers a chipmunk in Swallow Robin’s “Chipper Together.”

reshmen Nic Segraves, Jack Galbraith and Austin Sisson had a
spring break Cinderella story.
“A week before spring break,
we learned we didn’t have a car for
our roadtrip to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,”
Galbraith said. “We had planned the
trip for two months, but everything fell
through at the last minute.”
Desperate and worried, the trio
turned to the Taylor community for
help.
“We decided to put an ad in the
‘News of the Day’ asking for someone to lend us their car for the week”
Galbraith said. “Austin wrote a very
convincing ad.”
The ad in Taylor’s bi-weekly publication consisted of credentials for

see over 5,000 species of animals, ranging from grizzly bears to kangaroos.
The newest addition of Penguin and
Puffin Cove allows you to get up close
and personal to the arctic birds for no
charge.
If animals aren’t your thing, check
out the St. Louis Science Center. This
interactive museum, also one of the
best in the country, boasts a life-size
Tyrannosaurus Rex that greets you
as you walk in. Play the laser harp
in Cyberville, watch cars drive under
your feet on the Bridge or put yourself
in a giant kaleidoscope.
STL is a hotspot for free concerts
and festivals. Blues and jazz concerts
and a summer film festival are all
popular activities that draw crowds
from across the country. St. Louis also
has a variety of parks and gardens,
perfect for a fun and cheap picnic meal.
If you’re willing to drop some dough,
going up in the famous Arch is a must.
It’s twice as tall as the Statue of Liberty, making it the tallest U.S. monument, and gives a fantastic view of the
city and Mississippi River. It costs ten
bucks, but you can play a killer game

of I-Spy at the top and the ride in the
egg-shaped pod alone is worth it.
The City Museum is one of those
things that are way more fun than
they sound. More like a playground
than a museum, this structure is like
a huge Chuck E. Cheese for kids and
adults. Climb around on gigantic carvings of dinosaurs or sculptures made
from aircraft fuselages, fire engines,
castle turrets, and several massive
Slinkies. Other attractions include a
shoelace factory, the world’s largest
pencil, a 13,500 square-foot aquarium
and an enormous ball pit. The City
Museum will set you back about 12
dollars, but memories are priceless,
right?
More traditional STL pastimes
include watching the Cardinals at a
Major League Baseball game or riding
some coasters at Six Flags St. Louis.
St. Louis has tons of free or cheap
things to do that are definitely worth
the five hour drive from campus.
Whether you’re planning Spring Break
2011 or just a weekend away, STL is a
great destination.

all three individuals. To ensure they
appeared trustworthy, the trio cited
references including their PA and
Student Body President John Fowler.
Whoever graciously offered his or her
car would receive money, a lifetime
pass to Rice Pilaf shows — of which
both Segraves and Galbraith are
members — and other various “special items.”
“We even offered to take them on a
date to Mi Pueblo,” Segraves said.
Junior Annie Dimond works at the
Jumping Bean and was fortunate
enough to catch the “News of the Day”
as it was being distributed in the Student Union.
“Jack and I performed in MyGen
together, so I knew I could trust him,”
Dimond said. “I was going on the
spring break missions trip to Grant
County, so I wasn’t needing my car for
that week. Besides, they seemed like
upstanding characters.”
“We received three emails the first
day,” Galbraith said, “but Annie was
first.”
Impressed with their wit, Annie
offered her blue Honda to the trio.
“We took off Friday evening and
drove all 22 hours straight through to
Fort Lauderdale,” Galbraith said. “We
only stopped twice to eat at a Chinese
buffet and a Waffle House in Nash-

ville. Both were equally disgusting. We
mostly ate Nerds Ropes.”
Weary from their travels, the next
three days were spent recuperating by
the beach at Segraves’ grandmother’s
condo.
“We watched “Silence of the Lambs”
at least five times,” Galbraith said.
“We’re big fans of Jodie Foster,”
added Segraves.
“Huge fans,” clarified Sisson.
One of the highlights was taking
moonlit walks on the beach and avoiding beached jellyfish.
“I poked one and it deflated,” Sisson
said.
The return trip included attending Easter Sunday at a Presbyterian
church in Cherryville, N.C. After fueling up on McDonalds, they started
their journey home.
“Overall, we clocked about 3,000
miles on Annie’s car. Or something like
that,” Galbraith said.
Upon their arrival back in Upland,
Segraves, Galbraith and Sisson
promptly returned the keys to their
owner.
“I was impressed,” Dimond said.
“The car was in ship-shape and cleaner
than I left it. They definitely followed
the Boy Scout code of leaving things
better than you found them.”

Welcome
to the
Space Jam
by Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor

L

ike most people, I spent my 2010
Easter Superbreak in Florida
with friends, rewarding myself
for working kind of hard for half
a semester. It was pretty fun. I saw
Lionel Ritchie in a blues joint, ate a
really good hamburger and visited
some Taylor friends I hadn’t seen in
more than five days.
Also fun was that the last day of
the trip coincided with the launch of
Space Shuttle Discovery, which my
friends and I decided to go watch
before driving back to Indiana. At
0500h on Monday, we exited off the
highway into a small town where we
found thousands of people amassing to watch the launch at a safe
distance. Finding a parking spot
proved ASTRONOMICALLY difficult, like trying to find your keys in
a BLACK HOLE, but my frustration
was ECLIPSED by my enthusiasm for
the forthcoming launch.
After walking a great many blocks,
we reached a small park on a lake
which sat several miles opposite the
launch pad at Kennedy Space Center.
The scene was hectic: A feedlot of
humanity claustrophobically packed
within the park’s confines, with armed
law enforcement officers maintaining
peace and boundaries at the perimeters. Entire families were snuggled
together on small fleece blankets, the
younger children still in jammies,
the mothers dozing off, the fathers
lugging huge Siamese-telescope
binoculars around their necks, anxiously anticipating what they hoped
would be a magical family moment.
Academic types sported a variety of
strange scientific devices presumably
bought from specialty catalogues,

YO, ADRIENNE!
(And Alissa)
Yo, Adrienne!
The iPad seems to be an
awkward size. Is one supposed to carry it around or
just leave it on the coffee
table?
-Confused Apple Lover

LOLLAPOLAOOZA LINEUP: SHOWS

Senior Doug Walker slides in front of seniors Andy Buckwalter, Brad Wetherell, Eric True and junior Adam
Hoover to show off him dance moves at the “Yummy in My Tummy” party.

Junior Tyler Harrison and freshman Tom Weingartner work together to deliver the audience a spanish version of “Hero.”

Taylor’s own version of the Jonas Brothers, sophomore Mario Gonzalez and senior Grant Armstrong, strut around the stage to “Burnin’ Up.”

Sophomore Derahn Shields, junior Jessica Shive and senior
Pagel Williams harmonize soulfully with nearly flawless vocals
during “Lean on Me.”

Arcade Fire
MGMT
The National
Phoenix
The Strokes
Hockey
Mavis Staples
Yeasayer

Comic illustrated by Sarah Schlesinger

AFI
Lady Gaga
Soundgarden
Green Day
Social Distortion
X Japan
Semi Precious Weapons
The Band of Heathens

while NASA fanatics monkied with
small radio gizmos that kept tabs
on the latest from Mission Control.
For reasons that are unclear, there
seemed to be no obese people present.
Basically, it looked like the world’s
nerdiest refugee camp.
Unfortunately, we arrived far too
late to snag a good vantage point, so
we began muscling our way to the
front of the crowd, calling “Mom”
loudly so it looked like we weren’t
actually cutting. We ended up right
near the water’s edge, next to folks
who we learned had been camping out
since the night prior. Consequently,
we felt a little guilty, but not guilty
enough to move.
With just fi ve minutes to launch,
the sky still dark, all eyes looked
immediately skyward as the International Space Station, aligning itself
with the Shuttle, glided resplendently
across the moon like a distant shimmering E.T., and suddenly I got all
goose-pimply with the realization that
human beings made that thing.
Immediately, all sleepiness in the
park disappeared, and the eager
crowd pushed towards the water
with bovine impulse, displacing pretty
much everyone from their long-held
positions.
Then, after several suspenseful minutes, an atomic explosion of
orange light preempted the day, as
the manned shuttle lifted from its
homemade cloud of smoke and fire
and surged its way toward living out
pretty much every little boy’s dream.
A tornadic plume of vapor kept record
of the shuttle’s ascent up and out
of the sky, eventually disappearing
parabolically somewhere beyond our
world.
In effort to beat the congested exodus to the highway, we ran to the car
while most of the crowd still lingered.
Yet even as we drove miles and miles
away, the rising sun revealed a sky
colored with propulsory afterbirth, a
blemish of red, gold, blue and white
that sort of resembled a sad clown:
A cosmic souvenir, I think, of a good
time with some of my best pals.

Dear CAL,
,
This 9.7-inch super-iPhone is
the perfect arbitrary size. It’s
five inches wider than the
standard-sized pocket, two
inches larger than a Kindle
(so you can’t reuse the case),
and about nine inches smaller
than the average coffee table
book. Therefore, it will look
awkward if you try to put it
in those places.

Here’s what I suggest: treat it
as a larger, hipper version of
the Kindle. Released with the
iPad was a vinyl carrier case
that resembles a folder. The
iPad slides nicely into one
side, and the other flap
protects it. Ladies, this is an
easy enough item to fit into
your purse. Men, well, if
you’re trendy enough to own
an iPad, then it’s time to try
out the “man bag.”

Answering your
questions one
round at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an
encounter of your own, one of your friend’s, or a made
up one, let us know the date, location, and a brief recap
of the encounter so we can post it in next week’s Echo
as a comic strip.
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The Life of
Creativity
This is the section of the
paper that, in general,
deals with art as we most
contributor often conceive it — movies,
music, books, television. I
would like us to move
behind much of what we consider good art to
the place from whence
it came: The creative
mind.
To be fair, we should
probably back up one
more step and ask
where our creative
minds came from, but
that’s beyond the scope
of this little piece. We
will just answer the
question.
We were created by a
more perfectly creative
mind, in whose image
we are also made. And
because of this fact, I
come to what I really
want to say: It is not
just the “artists,” as
classically understood,
who have a creative
role to play in this
world. We all do.
After all, what does
the best art do? Bring joy, heighten awareness, make us ask difficult questions, help
us contextualize, impress us with the power
and capacity of the human mind, enrich our
lives in a variety of ways, juxtapose things to
reveal a new perspective, etc. I do not want
to diminish actual works of art and their role

Annie
Dimond

in our lives, but rather say that if you find
yourself in a similar place as me — with an
inability to paint, draw, compose music or
write a good story—this does not diminish
your responsibility to act creatively in the
world.
We don’t talk like this often, so it might
be a bit of a challenge to discover what this
actually means, and then looks like. Fortunately for us, the Creator who made us,
made us in a variety of ways, with a variety
of passions, gifts, backgrounds and an infinitesimal number of ways for our creativity to
manifest. We should start trying out some
of those.
I can’t really imagine what life would be
like if we taught and
encouraged thinking,
dreaming, relating,
speaking and formulating creatively. I like to
call it “life art.” Maybe
that’s not a very creative name. No doubt
this kind of creativity
already occurs, but no
doubt there is a lot of
room to grow into this
part of our true selves.
Some might say that
life wouldn’t change
too drastically if
we didn’t have
art. Or, that
we don’t
need
art, so
we sure
don’t need this “life art.” I beg to differ. Surely life would still be full of circumstances in which we encounter deep pain,
confusion, darkness and sorrow. I think that
creative approaches to deal with the difficult
reality of what we have faced, are facing and
will face in this world are life-giving.

Life art (as well as art as classically understood) can bring context for our pain, clarity
in our confusion, light in our darkness and
redemption to our sorrow. It gets to us in
ways that other things can’t. It surprises us.
It changes us. It is so very unnatural that
it jars us out of our normal ways of being,
thinking and doing, and renews us. And we
need that.
If we all did it, it might be a bit like creating a life-giving culture that we could draw
people into — kind of like
the Kingdom of God. That
seems important to me.

“I can’t really imagine what life would
be like if we taught
and encouraged
thinking, dreaming,
relating, speaking
and formulating
creatively.”

Reviews

Music

music

concert

Stuntin’ Like Mufasa Mixtape

Plastic Beach

The Big Pink

by djDOYOU

by The Gorillaz

March 27, Boston, Mass.

Any hip-hop fan worth his weight in sizzurp knows
not to waste any time on mash-ups. Stick a Jay-Z
verse over a Coldplay song and all you’re doing is
diluting the genre for the WASP palate. Only in the
rarest instances do mash-up mixtapes stand alone as
good rap — Tom Caruana’s “Wu-Tang vs. The Beatles”
comes to mind — but you’ll more often find ones that are so infectiously
novel that you can’t be blamed for
taking a listen.
steve
And that’s exactly the case for
etheridge djDOYOU’s “stuntin like mufasa”
mixtape, which chops and screws
your favorite Disney tunes with the grit and spit of
Weezy, Grandmaster Flash, Drake, Kanye and others
(you can even hear Aaliyah posthumously throw down
with the Little Mermaid).
While you probably still don’t want these tracks popping up on your shuffle with your friends in the car,
there’s no shame in letting them pick up a little play
count momentum. My guess is that you’ll eventually
come to find them obnoxious, but I can assure you
that you’re always gonna have a hard time not smiling
when Kanye goes gold digging with the seven dwarves.

If you think every song on the radio nowadays sounds
exactly the same, the virtual-band Gorillaz has your
solution.
The group’s third studio album is an exercise in
originality. Wikipedia calls the genre “pop, trip hop,
electropop, alt. Rock, and hip hop,” so you have an idea
of the eclectic sound Damon Alburn
and his expansive list of musical
friends have created.
Each track is filled with wild synth
eric
sounds, heavy bass rhythms and
skala
great drum beats combined to form
songs that are considerably different, even from the band’s last two albums. Although
most of the songs focus on a hip-hop verse and sometimes a chorus sung by Alburn, even the singing styles
morph throughout the album, sometimes touching on
soul and disco.
The best part of this album is that it is unpredictable.
If you guess a song has a great hip-hop rhythm, it
will twist into techno. If you think a chorus sounds
like traditional rock, they’ll throw in an eastern flute
interlude. If you like the classical orchestral intro,
you’ll be knocked back by the Snoop Dogg track closely
following it. And even better, all of it sounds great too.
The one thing you can say about the whole album is
that each track is pretty chill. “Plastic Beach” is the
album you throw on to relax or study to. Not every
track will be up your alley, but it’s a great companion
for anyone who wants to dive into something that’s
truly different.

The experience of seeing The Big Pink live in concert
was, for me, heavily tainted by the near fatal migraine I
acquired during the set of the opening band A Place To
Bury Strangers.
Strangers could easily be classified as noise rock, and
for those of you not familiar with the genre, taking an
electric guitar and tearing the strings
off with your hand would probably be
a more satisfying musical experience
… oh wait, A Place To Bury Strangers
colby
actually did that during their set and
spear
then proceeded to throw their vocals
microphones at their guitar amps
to create more “music” that makes listening to Insane
Clown Posse seem desirable.
While The Big Pink made some strides towards redeeming the concert experience following the opening act, I
still could not help but feel I needed to see a chiropractor about realigning the bones in my ears.
The Big Pink certainly did justice to the songs off of
their album “A Brief History of Love,” but failed to resist
the temptation of incorporating elements of A Place to
Bury Stranger’s set into their own by turning up the
noise dial, and down-shifting the melodies. The crowd
seemed to be pleased with the band’s live interpretation
of hits like “Tonight” and “Velvet,” but the crowd had
clearly been waiting the entire night for the fist-pumping anthem “Dominos,” which served as their final song.
In retrospect, the concert experience was fair. In the
future I would love to hear The Big Pink with ears that
have not been sonically adulterated by Strangers.
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An LTCApproved
Six Pack

bill into law, Vice President Biden, in
a stunning display of mastery over the
English language, whispered into the
President’s ear “This is a big [effing]
deal.” Thank you, Joe, you’re right, it is.
Many Americans agreed that reforming the American healthcare system
needed to occur. The lack of incentives
to encourage efficiency in the method
of paying for both coverage and care
has caused the costs of insurance to
rise so quickly that many people are
hile you were
left unable to afford medical care.
off frolicking
This, as a recent Weekly Standard
about on
article suggested, coupled with the
your Spring
“disjointed financing of Medicaid
Break, performing choand the open-ended tax exclusion for
reographed dances
employer-provided insurance,” has
and sipping non-alcoholic beer, lots of stuff Nick Davis driven costs to unsustainable levels.
Translation: Poor folk and rich folk are
happened in the world.
Columnist
having trouble paying for medical care.
Keeping with the carAt the risk of over-simplifying the
nal theme of the heathen’s Spring
Break, here’s a six pack of events to ideological disconnect behind the
new health care law, I’ll hazard a few
bring you up to speed.
1. The Catholic Church is dealing words. Liberals sought to implement
with another round of sexual abuse a healthcare plan which removed risk
scandals. The new allegations, span- from the marketplace and encouraged
ning Milwaukee to Germany, were people to move towards a public sysaccompanied by the usual adminis- tem which could be effectively mantrative secrecy of the Holy See and aged.
Conservatives, on the other hand,
an outlandish statement from the
Pope’s personal preacher that the preferred allowing market principles
papacy was being persecuted like 20th like “competition and informed concentury Jews. Apparently, it would sumer choice to exercise downward
seem that the Catholic Church hired pressure on prices.” In theory, this
a PR team consisting of both Tiger makes the system more transparent
Woods’ and former Illinois governor and allows the consumer to interject
a measure of accountability to the
Rod Blagojevich’s publicists.
In all seriousness, the Catholic process (re: cost control).
Unfortunately, the version of the
Church needs to reassess its longstanding policy to favor institutional bill that passed didn’t look anything
self-preservation over openness and like the original liberal blueprint.
What the Democrats passed was a
contriteness.
Pope Benedict and friends don’t need system that further subsidizes costs
more lawyers; they need to address and compels participation—almost
completely ignorthe organizaing the underlyt i o n a l l e a d e r“Keeping with the carnal
ing causes of the
ship structure
rising costs.
theme of the heathen’s
that produced
And this is
these cover-ups
Spring Break, here’s a six
why Conservaand allow the
pack of events to bring
tives/RepubChurch to begin
licans/Liberal
the healing proyou up to speed.”
Democrats/betcess by publicly
ter than 50 peracknowledging
cent of America
t h e i r f a i l u r e s.
disapproved
That’s a much
more Biblical model for forgiveness of the House passing the bill (not
and progress than trying to throw because people are callous, unethical,
etc.). Time will tell whether this landstones at the media.
2. On Monday, President Obama mark piece of legislation was worth
threw out the Washington Nationals’ the trillion dollar price tag.
5. The Republican National Comfirst pitch in DC. With all due respect
to the nation’s Commander in Chief, he mittee made headlines last week after
throws a terrible ball. His pitch was— a group of staffers used a company
fittingly—wide and to the left, and he credit card to pay for a night on the
even had the audacity to wear a White town with a gathering of potential
Sox cap on the mound. At a National’s donors—a night that included a stop
game. Bad form on multiple levels, sir. at a lesbian-bondage strip club …
3. In other, more important baseball which they paid for with RNC money.
news, did you know that the Taylor Whoops.
6. And, finally, while you were gone,
Baseball team played the Indiana Hoosiers down to the wire in a 5-4 game the Habeckers announced that they
on March 27? Let me take this oppor- are putting in large pool behind their
tunity to suggest you go watch them spacious 783 bedroom house. Stipulaplay. And really, that goes for all the tions for use include one-piece bathing
suits for boys and girls, and a lifeguard
spring sports.
4. At the signing of the health care to be on duty at all times.

W

Ring by Spring
by Jordan Bolte

opinions	

LTC
dilemma

T

he Life Together
Covenant has
been the source of
a great deal of
complaining, griping,
and bitter feelings. I
was a semi-griper
myself until a chance
Brittany
conversation with a
Unruh
non-believer a few
Columnist
weeks ago concerning
my choice to come to a place with
rules like those found in the LTC
I did not change my opinion of the
LTC in order to impress anyone or to
be cliché, but because I finally realized what it does and what I believe
its intentions are. I realized how
grateful I actually am for these rules.
For example, I love that boys aren’t
walking around my hall at 1 a.m.
when I leave the bathroom wearing
an embarrassing dental appliance,
no makeup, and my favorite Care

A prayer
for health
care
by John Taylor
Contributor

H

ealth care reform.
Alone, these three words are
enough to send debates and
arguments into the wee hours
of the morning. Depending upon who
you are talking to, you may be conversing for months or years.
I am writing because the passing
of the health care bill left somewhat
of a bittersweet taste in my mouth:
Sweet, in that Barack Obama managed to actually fulfill one of his
campaign promises; bitter, in that
this promise will probably only be
carried out in the broadest, most
general sense.
Holding my breath, I’ve been doing
my best to avoid the inevitable landslide of rightwing rage that will pour
out on campus and throughout the
country. At the end of the day, it’s
probably justified. At the end of the
day, many Americans will probably
still go to bed without coverage.
I am no exception.
Other than basic emergency room

7
Bear pajamas.
I love that I don’t hear loud music
being played until 3 a.m. on a Friday
night and then the loud complaining Saturday morning. I am so glad
that I never have to leave the room so
that my roommate can spend “quality time” with her boyfriend.
We should not be ignorant of the
fact that Taylor does have students
that stray from the LTC on a regular basis and that “the bubble” isn’t
airtight, but I am still thankful that
these occurrences are not a normal
part of my everyday life here.
I get easily distracted, so if I lived
in a place with these kinds of distractions, I feel as though my studies
would suffer. My dorm is quiet, and I
know when to prepare for boys to be
around, and I have a peaceful study
environment.
Claiming that we live in a bubble
or that we’re not part of the “real
world” doesn’t really hold a lot of
truth. I am planning on going into
law when I graduate, and I will be
dealing with real world things, but
I will not have to live in the “real
world,” so-to-speak, 24/7. I’ll have a
home of my own, and just like the
dorms, I can stay inside or enter the

“real world” as I choose.
Also, while living in the dorms, we
are here not only to study but to grow
spiritually and emotionally, as cheesy
as that sounds. Some students may
feel as though the LTC is in place
because Taylor doesn’t trust us and
wants to treat us like five-year-olds,
but I see it as a protective measure.
For example, I knew several upperclassmen who condoned certain
immoral sexual practices my freshman year. I realized that had I been
a weaker or newer Christian, then
I would have accepted and justified
these immoral actions in my own life
simply based on the example of these
more “mature” believers.
These rules exist to provide a safe
environment for even the newest
and least confident believers, and
even those seasoned believers who
need a safe environment to continue
growing as an example to others.
When I finished explaining
these things to my friend, she left
the conversation baffled, but I left
it smiling. I left with a feeling of
appreciation and gratitude towards
the LTC for protecting myself and
others. Taylor would not be Taylor
if the LTC didn’t exist.

coverage, no one in my immediate than God is bigger than everything
family is benefited by health insur- in this or any moment. God is bigger
ance. My father leads a struggling than health care reform.
As I see it, the bill is not everysmall business, upon which he recognizes the government through thing that it can or should be. It
paying taxes, and upon which the is disappointing. Yet I see it as an
government recognizes him through opportunity for people to rise up and
receiving taxes, rather than boldly take initiative, creating alternatives
that actually
using them.
benefit those
So what are
in need.
we to do now?
“At the end of the day, many
Not too long
Recently
ago, I read in
I’ve been pray- Americans will probably still go
the paper
ing for the
to bed without coverage.”
about doctors
country, which
who take time
for me is a
out of their
strange thing.
practices to
Typically I
pray for the people dearest to me. offer free services to those who can’t
But today I prayed for the direction afford it. What if this bill, regardless
of how wonderful or horrible it is,
that God will take America.
I am not so proud as to say that drives more people to follow this kind
God only loves America. As a song of example?
It is for these reasons that I am
once mentioned, God has the whole
thankful for the bill—thankful for
world in His hands.
But when I think of the days and what it could be, for what it will not
months to come, I am both excited be, and for what it will encourage us
and terrified for myself, the ones I to do. My prayer for today is that it
love, and for the country that God drives you to some sort of action, to
remind you as it reminds me to rely
has used to bless me thus far.
And though my cynicism whispers more readily on our loving Creator.
God be with us. God bless those
in my ear, telling me that the rich
will become richer while the poor who inhabit this earth. God bless
become poorer, I pray for God’s pro- those who are suffering. God bless
vision and mercy, and remind myself America. God keep us. Amen.

The enchantment of music

W

h e n I wa s
young, I collected magic
tricks in sets
bought or found at toy
stores or online. The
thing that attracted
me to learning these
Andy
tricks and showing
Sharkey
them to others was
Columnist
the enchantment of
knowing a problem or device so intricately and maximizing that puzzling
secret’s enchanting effects.
The appeal of mystery, leaving awe
and wonder in the minds of otherwise intelligent beings, was thrilling
and becoming. Having the power to
manipulate and prolong that manipulation, plan the illusion, and envision
and play off a reaction, were all elements that embodied my desire to
perform.
Communicating to an audience
as an actor may have proven to be a
wise vocation, given my experience
as a magician, a convincing showman
who makes believe as he dictates his
“miracles” as they occur.
Instead, I chose a similar fine arts
avenue, classical music, as a means
of conveying illusory or imaginative
elements to an enlightened audience.
The role, in deference to trickery,
is indeed part showman, actor, and

because it speaks to me.
maybe even magician.
Music is an undulating wave of
Momentum builds as a phrase climaxes only to take an audience in a fresh air for my soul, allowing for the
different direction, misleading their ideal of a professional life where I
sense of place and predictive capacity. can perform to others in their leisure
A whirlwind of sonic-sleight-of-hand while having sufficient leisure time
permeates the room as I act the part of my own.
A calling should never be easy, and
of momentous musical characters
with various motives symbolizing a it only makes sense if it is idealistic.
The drive to achieve a certain level
plotline.
The selfish purposes an entertainer of progress throughout one’s life is
uses to satisfy needs for expression worth the time and effort necessary to
are met with discontent once the feed one’s drive and ambition.
The enchantment and immediacy of
venue for an audience disappears.
The adrenaline one experiences dis- a performance could not occur without
sipates, and the state of searching for a reinforced sense of persistence and
duty toward
recourse and
a calling.
safety can be
Engaging in a
at best unsetworld where a
tling and at
singular effort
worst depress“Music is an undulating
is dedicated
ing.
wave of fresh air for my soul.” to achieving
A search for
certain goals
inspiration is
and readjusta kind of liveliing attitudes
hood or even a
about them
lifestyle that is
as much a calling as is playing music. seems to be what works best when
It’s the period where an artist scours striving for an ideal as a human being
the memory of his consciousness to with limited time on earth.
And our shortcomings keep us
adopt a fresh perspective, see through
a challenge, or revise or make sense guessing which area of inspiration
of an unsettling past. And as I look we have yet to explore, which person
forward to where I’ll go after Taylor, we have yet to entertain.
music will make the most sense to me

Mailbox
Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.
edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer
than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your
opinions as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the
right to edit for length and content.
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softball falls in
double header
by Andrew Morgan
Sports Co Editor

S

oftball fell twice to the Huntington College Foresters (10-2,
4-2 MCC) this Tuesday in an
afternoon double header at
Huntington, 10-2, 4-3.
The Trojans made quick contact in
the early innings, scoring two runs
off Forester pitcher Molly Long.
Senior third basemen Liz Lewellen
and sophomore short stop Alyssa
Brodbeck both hit an RBI early in
the game to give the Trojans a 2-0
lead going into the third inning. Trojan junior outfielder Emily Kramer
ran in both scores, which would be
the last for the Trojans in the game.
A slow-starting Forester offense
eventually found success at the
plate in the third inning. An RBI
double by Katie Bowers and an RBI
single by Kate Dywer took the lead
from the Trojans as the Foresters
tied the score 2-2.
Bowers led the Forester’s offensive
charge, going 4-4 on the plate, and
gaining three RBIs and four runs in
the match.
The Foresters tacked on another
score at the end of the fourth to gain
their first lead of the day, 3-2. The
fourth inning brought more offensive
success for the Foresters, as Jeanine
Vaszari hit a two-run triple, while
three subsequent runs gave the Foresters a five point gap, 8-3. The game

ended early in the sixth with a walkoff homerun hit by Bowers over the
center field fence to leave the final
score 10-2, Foresters.
The second game proved to be a
different contest, as the Trojans held
the lead for the majority of the game
but fell in the final inning.
The Trojans built the lead with
two runs early in the game, while
the defense held the Forester offense
silent. Trojan freshman pitcher Holly
Tomaszewski controlled the game
from the mound, allowing only three
hits during the first four innings.
Tomaszewski tallied 10 strikeouts
by the end of the night.
The Foresters were finally able to
get on the scoreboard after a deep
triple was hit by Aubrey Garner in
the fifth inning, making the score
3-1, Trojans. In the bottom of the seventh, the Trojans still held the twopoint lead, but the Foresters found
another surge on the plate after an
RBI single hit by Abby Dilling to
reduce the Trojan lead to one.
Garner tied the game with an RBI
single to center field, and the bases
were loaded after an intentional
walk on Bowers. With the bases full,
Dywer drove an RBI between the
Trojan defenders, allowing Melissa
Werling to step on the home plate
for a comeback Forester victory, 4-3.
The softball team now stands at
6-13 (0-4 MCC). The Trojans play
again 3 p.m. today at Marian.

Major League players ready to compete

by eric true
Sports Co Editor

A

nd it’s one, two, three strikes you’re
out at the old ball game! I can hear it
already. Baseball season is here, and
with it comes another season of hope
for baseball fans everywhere.
Let’s start with some of the big off-season news: Cuban national defector Aroldis
Chapman caused a stir when he left the
Cuban national team during a tournament
in the Netherlands to move to the United
States and become an MLB free agent. His
defect caused a race among some of the
larger market teams, such as the Boston
Red Sox and the San Francisco Giants,
for the chance to sign the 22-year-old lefthander. Chapman shocked many, including
myself, and chose to sign with my favorite
team, the Cincinnati Reds.

Staying in the National League, Washington Nationals pitcher, and #1 overall draft
pick, Stephen Strasburg finally ended a
lengthy holdout and signed with the team.
His presence brings a much-needed sign of
improvement to what was one of the worst
pitching staffs in baseball last year.
Moving to the American League, the New
York Yankees were able to sign yet another
heralded free agent when they picked up former Detroit Tiger centerfielder Curtis Granderson. Granderson should bring stability to
top their line-up.
So, let me tell you how I see the season
playing out.
Players to watch:
Jason Heyward, CF, Atlanta Braves: This
guy is probably one of the more hyped-up
prospects in a long time. Many people believe
he can help bring the Braves back into contention in the NL East. It will be interesting to
see how he adjusts to major league pitching
this year.
Roy Halladay, P, Philadelphia Phillies: After
spending his entire career in the American
league with the Toronto Blue Jays, it will be
intriguing to see how his game translates to
National League hitting. Many people believe
we could see Halladay pick up his first NL Cy

Young award this year to go along with the
one he won in Toronto in 2003.
Joba Chamberlin, P, New York Yankees:
Chamberlin’s had an up and down career
with New York. He went from an ace in the
bullpen, to a bust in the rotation and now
he’s back in the bullpen for a second stint.
Yankees fans hope he comes around and helps
to stabilize a sometimes shaky bullpen.

T

his summer, the greatest soccer players
in the world will congregate in South
Africa for the 2010 World Cup.
Countries known for their soccer
like Brazil, Argentina and Italy will be
there.
Most have the specific aim to win a world
championship. But one team will be there
for a very different reason: To spread the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
From June 3 to June 18, the women’s
team will be working in and around Cape
Town, South Africa.
“I know a lot of sports ministry is going
to be going on, so hopefully the ripple effect
will be a definite help to South Africa, but
maybe then it can go back to all these countries whose teams have qualified for the
World Cup, and it may open some doors to
other types of missions work,” said head
coach Scott Stan.

The team is partnering with an organization called Ambassadors in Sport, a group
that tells the good news about Jesus Christ
through soccer.
“It’s a good fit with a ministry that’s
already functioning there so we can just go
help instead of trying to find everything on
our own to do,” Stan said.
Their itinerary for the trip includes missionary activities like soccer clinics, working
at orphanages and sharing testimonies, as
well as some fun activities.
Not only that, but the team will get to
play four to five soccer games against South
African club teams, and they may even play
the South African women’s national team.
“I cannot wait to see how God unites our
team and ministers to others, all while we
are experiencing a trip of a lifetime,” senior
goalkeeper Shawna Lane said.
While the team is sure to have some memorable experiences on the trip, the team has
already been amazed by what has happened
in the fundraising process.

IN BRIEF
Baseball (22-8, 6-0)

men’s track

results
03/31
at Union
College (#17)
L, 4-2
W, 8-4
04/01
at Union
College (#17)
L, 12-2
04/06
at Goshen
W, 15-4
W, 18-4

Schedule
04/09
Indiana Intercollegiates Marion,
Ind. 2 p.m.
04/10
Indiana Intercollegiates Marion,
Ind. 12 p.m.

Schedule
4/09
at Huntington
University
4:30 p.m.
4/10
Huntington
University
1 p.m.
4/13
at IWU
6 p.m.

Recap
The baseball team extended
their successful record with
two more wins Wednesday at
Grace College with a doubleheader sweep, 15-4, 18-5. The
Trojans recorded 29 hits over
the course of both games,
which lasted for a cumulative
10 innings.

recap
Men’s track took seven
individual first place finishes at
the Austin Peay Invitational in
Clarksville, Tenn. last Saturday.
Highlights include senior Michael Pabody with 4:02.02 in
the 1500 meter run, junior Corey Anderson with 15.82 in the
110-meter hurdles, and junior
Scott Gill with a 6.94-meter
mark in the long jump.

Softball (6-14, 0-4)

women’s track

results
04/08
at Anderson
W, 3-2, L 4-1

Schedule
04/09
Indiana Intercollegiates
Marion, Ind. 2 p.m.
04/10
Indiana Intercollegiates
Marion, Ind. 12 p.m

Schedule
04/09
Marian
3 p.m.
04/13
Grace
College
3 p.m.

recap
The softball team won yesterday at Anderson University
3-2. Before the win against
Anderson, the Trojans split a
doubleheader at Berea College
on Mar 31, W, 3-2 , L, 6-2,
and they lost both games in
a doubleheader on Tuesday
against Huntington University
10-2, 4-3.

.

recap
Freshman Henrietta Carey
won the 100-meter dash
with a time of 12.26 at the
Austin Peay Invitational
in Clarksville, Tenn. last
Saturday. Sophomore Amy
Malinowski won the 400-meter hurdles with a time of
1:12.02 for a second Trojan
gold finish.

Athlete of the Week

Michael Kraynak

Predictions:
American League Champions: I hate to do
it, but I got to go with the New York Yankees, again. This team just has too much
talent coming back. Add in Curtis Granderson, and you have the making of another
Yankees dynasty.
National League Champions: St. Louis
Cardinals. This team has one of the most
solid pitching rotations in baseball. They
also have defending National League MVP
Albert Pujols. The re-signing of Matt Holliday only adds to my confidence in the
Cardinals
There you have it, folks. Now kick back,
open a box of Cracker Jack and enjoy some
major league baseball. 

Women’s Soccer to minister in South Africa
Jon Stroshine
Contributor

Trojan sports

The team has raised all the money they
need for the trip, which is about $100,000.
“God’s hand was undeniable as check
after check arrived. We collected change,
sent letters and held fundraisers at local
businesses — we were overwhelmed by the
many generous hands that donated,” Lane
said. “There were weeks when jaw-dropping
anonymous checks came in and weeks when
we wondered if we were crazy for trying to
raise this much money.”
In addition to fundraising, the team has
been inviting guest speakers to help prepare
for the trip and reading a book about sharing the Christian faith with others.
“I think one of the biggest goals I have for
our trip is that God will continue to show
us what it means to really worship Him
through soccer, both individually and as a
team,” sophomore Melanie Hall said. “I also
pray that we won’t forget anything we learn
and experience in South Africa, but that it
will affect the way we look at and play soccer long after we’re back.”

Name

Michael Kraynak

Hometown

Columbus, Ohio

Sport

Football

Residence

347 W. Jefferson St.

Reese’s
Pieces or
M&M’s:

Reese’s Pieces

Favorite
Sports Team:

Ohio State Buckeyes

Nicknames

Sak, Donkey

Favorite
color

Red

Favorite
cartoon

Spongebob Squarepants

Favorite
Quote

“It doesn’t even matter ...
my guys can’t score.”
- Matt Kirkendale

Favorite
Movie:

“Remember the Titans”

Favorite
Band/
Musician

T.I.

Favorite
wing
memory:

Sophomore year on BroHo
when we had the whole north
side full of baseball guys.

Most
memorable
athletic
moment:

Winning the conference tournament last year... although
we have to work on our dogpiling skills.

Favorite TV
show:

“SportsCenter”

mFavorite
Number and
why:

Six. It’s the number I got stuck
with my freshman year.

Funniest
Teammate:

Sean Ford ...
aka the Ford Focus

Favorite
thing about
TU Baseball:

300 yard shuttles and the
amount of questions I have to
answer from Chuck Weaver.

